Instructions for your Doorway Puppet Show:
All Seams are 1/2 in. unless otherwise noted
1) Cut out all your pattern pieces
2) Hem your curtains with a 1 in. double turned hem
along each side and stitch. Overlap the top of your
curtains by 4 in. and baste the overlap. Pin one ribbon to
each outer edge of curtains about half way and topstitch in place.
3)Hem the valance with a 1/2 in. double turn hem and
stitch. Mark the center of the valance and add a 1 in. box
pleat on either side of the center mark. Baste in place
4) Pin right side of your top valance to the wrong side of
your curtains and stitch together. Iron seam open.
5) Flip valance over and iron seam. Stitch 1 in away from
seam for rod pocket.
6) Hem valance and curtains with 1/2 in. double turn or
serge.
7) Hem bottom curtain and bottom valance with 1/2 in.
double turn hem on sides and bottom edges and stitch.
Add any appliques to bottom valance now.
Pin right side of bottom valance to the wrong side of the
bottom curtain and stitch together. Press seam open.
8) Flip valance over so right side lays on top of right side
and press. Stitch 1 in. away from seam across the top to
create rod pocket.
9) Insert tension rods and hang in your doorway and
insert puppets. Have Fun.

Materials:
1/2 yd of valance material (quilting cotton works great)
1 yd of curtain material (you can use a store bought curtain panel and save some
hemming)
Two 24 in lengths of ribbon
Two 32’’ tension rods
Pattern pieces (w x h)
Curtains: (Cut 2) 22 in x 28 in
Valances: (Cut 2) 34 in x 8 in
Bottom Curtain: (Cut 1) 34 in x 20 in
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